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Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem withConstraint Logi Programming and Integer ProgrammingTallys H. Yunes� Arnaldo V. Moura Cid C. de SouzayAbstratThis artile desribes the rew rostering problem stemming from the operation of aBrazilian bus ompany that serves a major urban area in the ity of Belo Horizonte.The problem is solved by means of Integer Programming (IP) and Constraint LogiProgramming (CLP) approahes, whose models are disussed in detail. Lower boundsobtained with a Linear Programming relaxation of the problem are used in order toevaluate the quality of the solutions found. We also present a hybrid olumn generationapproah for the problem, ombining IP and CLP over a set partitioning formulation.Experiments are onduted upon real data sets and omputational results are evaluated,omparing the performane of these three solution methods.1 IntrodutionThe overall rew management problem onerns the alloation of trips to rews within aertain planning horizon. In addition, it is neessary to respet a spei� set of operationalonstraints and minimize a ertain objetive funtion. Being a fairly ompliated problemas a whole, it is usually divided in two smaller subproblems: rew sheduling and rewrostering [4℄. In the rew sheduling subproblem, the aim is to partition the initial set oftrips into a minimal set of feasible duties. Eah suh duty is an ordered sequene of tripswhih is to be performed by the same rew and that satis�es a subset of the original problemonstraints: those related to the sequening of trips during a workday. The rew rosteringsubproblem takes as input the duties output by the rew sheduling phase and builds aroster spanning a longer period, e.g. months or years.This artile desribes the rew rostering problem stemming from the operation of aBrazilian bus ompany that serves a major urban area in the ity of Belo Horizonte. Theproblem is solved by means of Integer Programming (IP) and Constraint Logi Programming(CLP) approahes, whose models are disussed in detail. Lower bounds obtained with aLinear Programming relaxation of the problem are used in order to evaluate the quality ofthe solutions found. We also present a hybrid olumn generation approah for the problem,ombining IP and CLP. Experiments are onduted upon real data sets and omputationalresults are evaluated, omparing the performane of these three solution methods.�Supported by FAPESP grant 98/05999-4, and CAPES.ySupported by FINEP (ProNEx 107/97), and CNPq (300883/94-3).1



2 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de SouzaSome quite spei� union regulations and operational onstraints make this problemfairly distint from some other known rew rostering problems found in the literature [3, 5℄.In general, it is suÆient to onstrut one initial roster onsisting of a feasible sequeningof the duties that spans the least possible number of days. The omplete roster is thenbuilt by just assigning shifted versions of that sequene of duties to eah rew so as tohave every duty performed in eah day in the planning horizon. In other ommon ases,the main onern is to balane the workload among the rews involved [2, 6, 7℄. Althoughwe also look for a roster with relatively balaned workloads, these approahes will not ingeneral �nd the best solution for our purposes. We are not interested in minimizing thenumber of days needed to exeute the roster, sine the length of the planning horizon is�xed in advane. Our objetive is to use the minimum number of rews when onstrutingthe roster for the given period. Another diÆulty omes from the fat that some onstraintsbehave di�erently for eah rew, depending on the amount of work assigned to it in theprevious month. Moreover, di�erent rews have di�erent needs for days o�, imposed bypersonal requirements.The text is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives a detailed desription of the rewrostering problem under onsideration. Setion 3 explains the format of the input data setsused in our experiments. In Set. 4, we present an Integer Programming formulation of theproblem, together with some omputational results. A pure Constraint Logi Programmingmodel for the problem is desribed in Set. 5, where some experiments are also ondutedto evaluate its performane. As one additional attempt to solve the problem, the resultsahieved with a hybrid olumn generation approah appear in Set. 6. All omputationtimes presented in Sets. 4 to 6 are given in CPU seonds of a Pentium II 350 MHz.Finally, we draw the main onlusions in Set. 7.2 The Crew Rostering ProblemThe duties obtained as output from the solution of the rew sheduling phase1 must beassigned to rews day after day, throughout an entire planning horizon. This sequeninghas to obey a set of onstraints that di�ers from the onstraints whih are relevant to therew sheduling problem. This set inludes, for example, the need for days o�, with aertain periodiity, and a minimum rest time between onseutive workdays.2.1 Input DataThe set of duties to be performed on weekdays is di�erent from the set of duties to beperformed on weekends or holidays, due to utuations on ustomer demand. Therefore,the rew sheduling problem gives as input for the rostering problem a number of distintsets of duties.The planning horizon we are interested in spans one omplete month. It is important totake into aount as input data many features of the month under onsideration, suh as:the total number of days, whih days are holidays and whih day of the week is the �rst day1For more spei� information on the sheduling subproblem for this ase, see [8℄.



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 3of the month (the remaining weekdays an be easily �gured out from this information). Thedi�erenes in the number of working days from one month to the next one lead to variationson the number of rews atually working in eah month. Consequently, some rules mustbe observed in order to selet the rews that are going to be e�etively used. If, say, inmonth m 40 rews were needed, and in month m+1 only 38 will be neessary, how to seletthe 2 rews that are going to be left out? Furthermore, suppose that, after eliminatingthose rews that annot work on the urrent month for some reason, the ompany has 50rews available. Even if the number of rews remains the same, e.g. 40, from one monthto the next one, it is important to evenly distribute the work among them. This balanean be obtained onsidering the number of days eah rew has worked sine the beginningof the year, for example, or with the aid of another kind of ranking funtion for the rews.Finally, sine some onstraints refer to a time window that spans more than one month(see Set. 2.2) some attributes, for eah rew, have to be arried over between suessivemonths.The input data needed to build the roster for month m is the following:� The sets of duties Dwk, Dsa, Dsu and Dho whih have to be performed on weekdays,Saturdays, Sundays and on holidays, respetively;� The number of days, d, in month m;� The ourrene of holidays in month m;� The day of the week orresponding to the �rst day in month m;� The whole set of rews, C, employed by the ompany;� For eah rew i 2 C:{ The set of days, OFFi, in whih i is o� duty (e.g. vaations, sikness), exludingits ordinary weekly rests;{ The number of days between the last Sunday i was o� duty and the �rst day ofmonth m (lsi);{ A binary ag, wri, that is equal to 1 if and only if i had a weekly rest in the lastweek of month m� 1;{ A binary ag, sli, that is equal to 1 if and only if i performed a split-shift dutyduring the last week of month m� 1;{ The di�erene, in minutes, between the last minute i was working in monthm�1and the �rst minute of the �rst day of month m (lwi);� For eah duty k 2 Dwk [Dsa [Dsu [Dho:{ The start and end times of k (tsk and tek, respetively), given in minutes aftermidnight;{ A binary ag, ssk, that equals 1 if and only if k is a split-shift duty;



4 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de SouzaTable 1: Desription of the instanes for the experiments# DutiesName #Crews #Days Week Sat Sun Holystring  d (h) sswk/ttwk sssa/ttsa sssu/ttsu ssho/ttho� A list of all rews in C sorted aording to a ertain ranking funtion. This orderingwill be used to assign priorities to the rews when identifying the subset of C that isgoing to work in month m.2.2 Problem ConstraintsThe onstraints assoiated to the sequening of the duties are:(a) The minimum rest time between onseutive workdays is 11 hours;(b) Every employee must have at least one day o� per week. Moreover, for every timewindow spanning 7 weeks, at least one of these days o� must be on a Sunday;() When an employee performs one or more split-shift duties during a week, his day o�in that week must be on Sunday;(d) In every 24-hour period starting at midnight, within the whole planning horizon, eahrew an start to work on at most one duty.2.3 ObjetivesFor eah month, we are looking for the heapest solution in terms of the number of rewsneeded to perform all the duties requested. Additionally, it is desirable to have balanedworkloads among all the rews involved, but the models we present in this artile are notonerned with this issue yet.3 The Input Data SetsBefore desribing the IP and CLP models for the rostering problem, it is important tounderstand the format of the instanes used in the omputational experiments. These in-stanes orrespond to atual shedules onstruted by a rew sheduling algorithm exeutedover real world data from the same bus ompany mentioned in Set. 1 [8℄. Using the dutiesbuilt during the rew sheduling phase, we have onstruted a set of instanes ranging fromsmall ones up to large-sized ones, typially enountered by the management personnel inthe bus ompany. The main features of these instanes appear in Table 1.The Name is just a string identifying the instane. The number of rews available for theroster, , appears under the heading #Crews. The olumn #Days shows the number ofdays in the planning horizon in the format d (h), where d is the total number of days and h



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 5indiates how many of those d days are holidays. The next four olumns show the numberof duties that must be performed in eah kind of the possible working days: weekdays,Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, respetively. The format used is ss/tt, where tt is thetotal number of duties and ss represents how many of the tt duties are split-shift duties. Tobegin with, we set the following parameters, for every rew i: OFFi = ;, lsi = 1, wri = 1,sli = 0 and lwi = 660. This is the same as ignoring any information from the previousmonth when onstruting the roster for the urrent month.4 An Integer Programming ApproahLet n be the total number of rews available and let d be the number of days in theurrent month m. Moreover, let p, q, r and s be the numbers of duties to be performedon weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, respetively (i.e. jDwkj = p, jDsaj = q,jDsuj = r and jDhoj = s).The IP formulation of the rostering problem is based on xijk binary variables whih areequal to 1 if and only if rew i performs duty k on day j. If j is a weekday, k belongsto f0; 1; : : : ; pg. Analogously, if j is a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, k ranges over f0; p +1; : : : ; p+ qg, f0; p+ q+1; : : : ; p+ q+ rg or f0; p+ q+ r+1; : : : ; p+ q+ r+ sg, respetively.The duty numbered 0 is a speial duty indiating idleness. Thus, if xij0 = 1 it means thatrew i is not working on day j. For modeling purposes, we set ts0 = +1, te0 = 0 andss0 = 0.Given a day j in m, Kj represents its set of duty indexes, exept for the duty 0. Forinstane, if j is a Saturday then Kj = fp+ 1; : : : ; p+ qg.4.1 The ModelThe main objetive is to minimize the number of rews working during the present month.This is equivalent to maximizing the number of rews whih are idle during the wholemonth. Let us de�ne new variables yi 2 R+, for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, whih are equal to 1 ifxij0 = 1, for all j 2 f1; : : : ; dg, and are equal to 0 otherwise. To ahieve this behavior forthe yi variables, it is neessary to relate them to the xij0 variables through the followingonstraints yi � xij0; 8 i; 8 j : (1)The objetive funtion an then be written as maxPni=1 yi. Equations (1) ombined withthe objetive funtion fore a yi variable to be equal to 1 if and only if rew i is idle duringthe entire month.The ourrene of days on whih the rews are known to be o� duty (e.g. previouslyassigned holiday periods) is satis�ed by settingxij0 = 1; 8 i; 8 j 2 OFFi : (2)The subsequent formulas take are of the feasibility of the roster (see Set. 2.2).



6 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de SouzaConstraints (a) are dealt with in two steps. Equation (3) takes are of the assignmentof duties for the �rst day in month m. For the other days, assume that a rew i does duty kon day j� 1. The set K 0j[k℄ of other duties that annot be taken by the same rew i on dayj beause of the 660-minute minimum rest time is given by fk0 2 Kj j tsk0 � (tek � 1440) <660g. Therefore, (4) guarantees the minimum rest time between suessive days in monthm. xi1k = 0; 8 i; 8 k 2 K1 j tsk + lwi < 660 ; (3)xi(j�1)k + Xk02K0j [k℄xijk0 � 1; 8 i; 8 j 2 f2; : : : ; dg; 8 k 2 Kj�1 : (4)Let us de�ne a omplete week as seven onseutive days, inside month m, ranging fromMonday to Sunday. For every omplete week, W , in m, we impose the mandatory day o�as Xj2W xij0 � 1; 8 i : (5)If month m does not start with a omplete week, let W 0 be the set of days in the �rst weekof m up to Sunday. Eah rew i with wri = 0 needs to rest in W 0 and this is ahieved withXj2W 0 xij0 � 1; 8 i j wri = 0 : (6)The onstraint stating that for eah period of time spanning 7 weeks eah rew must haveat least one day o� on Sunday an be desribed as follows. For eah rew i suh thatlsi + d � 49, we onstrut the set Ti ontaining the Sundays in the �rst (49 � lsi) days ofm. Then, we impose Xj2Ti xij0 � 1; 8 i j lsi + d � 49 : (7)Together, (5) to (7) represent onstraints (b).Suppose that the �rst day of month m is not Monday and let j� be the �rst Sunday inm. To satisfy onstraint () for eah rew i suh that sli = 1, we must state thatxij�0 = 1 : (8)Let Sm be the set of Sundays in m after its 6th day and let Pj be the set of split-shiftduties on day j. For these Sundays, we respet onstraint () withxij0 � Xk2Pj�r xi(j�r)k; 8 i; 8 j 2 Sm; 8 r 2 f1; : : : ; 6g : (9)Equation (10) guarantees that eah rew is assigned exatly one duty in eah day, thussatisfying onstraints (d). Additionally, (11) represents the impliit onstraint that every



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 7Table 2: Computational experiments with the IP model# DutiesName #Crews #Days Week Sat Sun Holy LB Sol Times01 10 10 (1) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 0.62s02 10 15 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 7 1.50s03 10 20 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 2.00s04 10 25 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 4.33s05 10 30 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 8 20.91s06 10 30 (2) 01/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 9.06s07 10 30 (2) 02/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 10.61s08 10 30 (2) 03/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 7 6.81s09 10 30 (2) 04/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 8 9.21s10 10 30 (2) 04/04 01/01 00/01 00/01 4 7 5.05s11 10 30 (2) 04/04 01/01 00/01 01/01 4 8 8.35s12 15 30 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 8.90duty must be performed in eah day, exept for the speial duty 0.xij0 + Xk2Kj xijk = 1; 8 i; 8 j ; (10)nXi=1 xijk = 1; 8 j; 8 k 2 Kj : (11)4.2 Computational ResultsThe omputational results obtained with the IP model are shown in Table 2. The �guresunder the heading LB ome from lower bounds on the value of the optimal solution returnedby the linear programming relaxation of the IP model. Notie however that the objetivefuntion desribed in Set. 4.1 asks for the maximization of the number of idle rews, whihis equivalent to minimizing the number of rews needed to ompose the roster. For thepurpose of omparison with the CLP model, the values in the LB and Sol olumns ofTable 2 represent the number of rews atually working, i.e. the total number of rewsavailable minus the value of the objetive funtion. Finding the optimal solution of theinstanes in Table 2 turned out to be a very diÆult task, despite their relatively small size.Hene, the solution value in olumn Sol orresponds to the �rst integer solution found bythe model, for eah instane. The linear relaxations and the integer programs were solvedwith the CPLEX2 Solver, version 6.5.Although the omputation times are quite small, the gap between the values of the lowerbounds and the feasible solutions is notieable. Further, these values are still not a good2CPLEX is a registered trademark of ILOG In.



8 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzaindiation of the quality of the model, sine we are dealing with very small instanes.Yet, when trying to �nd integer solutions for instanes with tens of duties in a workday,this model performed very poorly and no answer ould be found within 30 minutes ofomputation time. Therefore, we deided to experiment with a pure Constraint LogiProgramming formulation of the problem.5 A Constraint Logi Programming ApproahHaving found diÆulties when solving the rew rostering problem with a pure IP model,as desribed in Set. 4, we deided to try a onstraint-based formulation. We used theECLiPSe 3 �nite domain onstraint solver, version 4.2, to onstrut and solve the model.5.1 The ModelLet n, d, p, q, r and s be de�ned as in Set. 4. The main idea of the CLP model for therostering problem is to represent the �nal roster as a bidimensional matrix, X, where eahell Xij (i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, j 2 f1; : : : ; dg) ontains the duty performed by rew i on day j.The Xij's are �nite domain variables whose domains depend on the value of j. As inSet. 4, the duties obtained from the rew sheduling phase are numbered aording to theirlassi�ation as duties for weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays or holidays. In this model, we willnot have the onept of a speial duty for idleness, as the duty numbered 0 in the IP model.In fat, we will have, for eah day, a set of dummy duties whih tell that a ertain rew iso� duty.It is easy to see that the number of rews needed to onstrut a roster must be at leastthe maximum number of duties that may be present in any given day of the urrent month.Thus, we an state that n � maxfp; q; r; sg. Consequently, as the number of X variablesfor eah day j is equal to n, if the domains of these variables were restrited to be the setof duties for day j, some of them would have the same value in the �nal solution. As wewill see later, modeling an be simpli�ed if we avoid this situation and here omes the needfor the dummy duties. Let Kj be de�ned as in Set. 4. Moreover, let the total numberof duties be alulated as tnd = p+ q + r + s. The domains of the Xij variables are thende�ned as Xij :: Kj [ ftnd+ 1; tnd + 2; : : : ; tnd+ (n� jKj j)g 8 i; 8 j : (12)If Xij is assigned a duty whose number is greater than tnd, it means that rew i is idle onday j.Three other sets of variables have to be de�ned in order to failitate the representation ofthe onstraints. Let TS, TE and SS be lists of integers de�ned as follows, 8 k 2 f1; : : : ; tndg:TS[k℄ = tsk, TE[k℄ = tek � 1440, SS[k℄ = ssk. The values of ts, te and ss for the dummyduties are +1, 0 and 0, respetively. The new variables are alled Startij , Endij and Splitij3http://www.ipar.i.a.uk/elipse.



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 9and relate to the Xij variables through element onstraints:element(Xij ;TS;Startij) ;element(Xij ;TE;Endij) ;element(Xij ;SS;Splitij) :Now we an state the onstraints (a) through (d) in the ECLiPSe notation.Equations (13) and (14) assure that the minimum rest time between onseutive dutiesis 11 hours. Note the speial ase for the �rst day of month m.Starti1 + lwi � 660; 8 i ; (13)Startij � Endi(j�1) � 660; 8 i; 8 j 2 f2; : : : ; dg : (14)Similarly to what was de�ned in Set. 4.1, we use the onept of a omplete week, Wi,for eah rew i, as a list of variables [Xit;Xi(t+1); : : : ;Xi(t+6)℄, where t is any Monday andt+ 6 is its subsequent Sunday, both in month m. The need for at least one day o� duringeah week is represented by (15), for omplete weeks. Notie that this onstraint must berepeated for eah omplete week Wi assoiated with every rew i. If wri = 0 and the �rstday of m is not Monday, we also need to impose (16), for eah rew i and initial week W 0i .atmost less(6;Wi; tnd + 1) ; (15)atmost less(jW 0i j � 1;W 0i ; tnd+ 1) : (16)In Equation (16), jW 0i j denotes the number of elements in list W 0i . We use the prediateatmost less(N;L; V ) to state that at most N elements of list L an be smaller than V .This behavior is ahieved with the de�nitions belowf_less([℄,_,[℄) :- !.f_less([X|Y℄,Val,[B|R℄) :- #<(X,Val,B), f_less(Y,Val,R).atmost_less(N,L,Val) :- f_less(L,Val,BF), atmost(N,BF,1).To satisfy onstraints (b), there is one ondition missing, besides (15) and (16), whihassumes at least one day o� on Sunday, every seven weeks, for every rew. For eah rew i,if lsi + d � 49, then atmost less(jLij � 1; Li; tnd + 1) ; (17)where Li is a list ontaining the Xij 's assoiated with the Sundays present in the �rst(49� lsi) days of m.Constraints () also make use of the onept of omplete weeks, but do not inlude Sun-days. We denote the redued omplete weekW �i as the list [Splitit;Spliti(t+1); : : : ;Spliti(t+5)℄.Notie that we now onsider the Split variables instead of the X variables, as when repre-senting onstraints (b).Splitit + � � �+ Spliti(t+5) #> 0 #=> Xi(t+6) #> tnd; 8 i; 8W �i ; (18)Xik #> tnd; 8 i : (19)



10 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de SouzaBy (18), if one of the Splitit; : : : ;Spliti(t+5) variables equals 1, then rew i must rest on thenext Sunday, whih orresponds to Xi(t+6). The speial ase of the �rst week of m, whenthe month does not start on Monday and sli = 1, is dealt with by (19). Here, k stands forthe �rst Sunday of month m.Our hoie of variables already guarantees that eah rew starts only one duty per day.But we must also make sure that every duty is assigned to one rew on eah day. Beauseof the dummy duties, this ondition an be met easily just by foring the Xij variables tobe pairwise distint, for eah day j:alldifferent([X1j ; : : : ;Xnj ℄); 8 j : (20)Finally, we need to preassign the rest days whih are known in advaneXij #> tnd; 8 i; 8 j 2 OFFi : (21)Labeling is done over the Xij variables using the �rst-fail priniple.5.2 Computational ResultsWhen ompared to the IP model of Set. 4, this model performed muh better both interms of solution quality and omputation time. As an be seen in Table 3, it was possibleto �nd feasible solutions for fairly large instanes in a few seonds. Again, no minimizationprediate was used and the solutions presented here are the �rst feasible rosters enounteredby the model.Some speial ases deserve further onsideration. When providing 15 rews to build therosters for instanes s16 and s17, the model ould not �nd a feasible solution even after10 hours of searh. Then, after raising the number of available rews in these instanes to16 (s16a) and 18 (s17a), respetively, two solutions were easily found. Another interestingobservation arises from instane s19. This instane omes from the solution of a ompletereal world rew sheduling problem. In this problem, the optimal solution for weekdaysontains 25 duties, 22 of whih are split shifts. As we did not have aess to the inputdata sets for the other workdays, the sets of duties for Saturdays, Sundays and holidaysare subsets of the solution given by the sheduling algorithm for a weekday. Instane s19ais made up of the same duties, exept that all of them are arti�ially onsidered non-splitshifts. Notie that the value of the �rst solution found is signi�antly smaller for instanes19a than it is for instane s19. This is an indiation of how severe is the inuene of theonstraints () introdued in Set. 2.2. Moreover, we an see from Table 3 that the valuesof the solutions grow quikly as the number of split-shift duties inreases. With this pointin mind, we generated two other solutions for the same rew sheduling problem where thetotal number of duties used was inreased in favor of a smaller number of split shifts. Theseare s20 and s21. Despite the larger number of duties in the input, the �nal roster for theseinstanes uses less rews than it did for instane s19. This strengthens the remark made byCaprara et al. [4℄ that, ideally, the sheduling and rostering phases should work ylily,with some feedbak between them.



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 11Table 3: Computational experiments with the CLP model# DutiesName #Crews #Days Week Sat Sun Holy LB Sol Times01 10 10 (1) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.08s02 10 15 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.18s03 10 20 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.23s04 10 25 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.36s05 10 30 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.48s06 10 30 (2) 01/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.52s07 10 30 (2) 02/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.50s08 10 30 (2) 03/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 6 0.52s09 10 30 (2) 04/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 7 0.52s10 10 30 (2) 04/04 01/01 00/01 00/01 4 7 0.52s11 10 30 (2) 04/04 01/01 00/01 01/01 4 7 0.53s12 15 30 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 4 5 0.90s13 15 30 (2) 00/10 00/06 00/05 00/05 10 13 1.22s14 15 30 (2) 03/10 01/06 00/05 01/05 10 13 1.35s15 15 30 (2) 03/10 03/06 00/05 03/05 10 13 1.36s16 15 30 (2) 05/10 03/06 00/05 03/05 10 ? > 10 hs16a 16 30 (2) 05/10 03/06 00/05 03/05 10 16 1.49s17 15 30 (2) 07/10 03/06 00/05 03/05 10 ? > 10 hs17a 18 30 (2) 07/10 03/06 00/05 03/05 10 18 1.78s18 30 30 (2) 00/20 00/10 00/10 00/10 20 25 4.96s19 50 30 (2) 22/25 12/15 12/15 12/15 25 47 14.46s19a 40 30 (2) 00/25 00/15 00/15 00/15 25 33 9.36s20 40 30 (2) 06/26 02/15 02/15 02/15 26 34 10.50s21 40 30 (2) 00/31 00/20 00/20 00/20 31 36 8.306 Proving OptimalityIn Sets. 4 and 5, we showed that �nding provably optimal solutions for this rosteringproblem is a diÆult task. Moreover, it is possible to see from Table 3 that the lowerbound provided by the Linear Programming relaxation of the problem is always equal tothe largest number of duties that must be performed on a workday. This is learly a triviallower bound and probably not a very good one. We deided then to try another formulationfor the problem, so as to �nd better feasible solutions or, at least, better lower bounds.6.1 A Hybrid ModelAnother possible mathematial model for the rostering problem turns out to be a typialset partitioning formulation:
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min nXj=1 xjsubjet to nXj=1 aijxj = 1; 8 i 2 f1; : : : ; egxj 2 f0; 1g; 8 j 2 f1; : : : ; ng :All numbers aij in the oeÆient matrix A are 0 or 1 and its olumns are onstruted asshown in Fig. 1. Eah olumn is omposed of d sequenes of numbers, where d is the numberof days in the planning horizon. For eah k 2 f1; : : : ; dg, the k-th sequene, lk, ontainshk numbers, where hk is the number of duties that must be performed on day k. Also, atmost one number inside eah sequene is equal to 1. The number of lines e, in A, equalsPdk=1 hk. ( h1z }| {0 � � � 0 1 0 � � � 0 h2z }| {0 � � � 0 1 0 � � � 0 � � � hdz }| {0 � � � 0 1 0 � � � 0 )TFigure 1: A olumn in the oeÆient matrix of the set partitioning formulationBesides having the previous harateristis, a olumn in A must represent a feasibleroster for one rew. More preisely, let t = (u1; u2; : : : ; ud) be a feasible roster for a rew,where uk, k 2 f1; : : : ; dg, is the number of the duty performed on day k. Remember fromSet. 4.1 that uk 2 Dk [ f0g, where Dk may be equal to f1; : : : ; pg, fp + 1; : : : ; p + qg,fp+ q + 1; : : : ; p+ q + rg or fp+ q + r + 1; : : : ; p+ q + r + sg, depending on whether k isa weekday, a Saturday, a Sunday or a holiday, respetively. For every suh feasible rostert, A will have a olumn where, in eah sequene lk, the i-th number will be equal to 1(i 2 f1; : : : ; hkg) if and only if uk is the i-th duty of Dk. In ase uk = 0, all numbers insequene lk are set to 0.With this representation, the objetive is to �nd a subset of the olumns of A, withminimum size, suh that eah line is overed exatly one. This is equivalent to �ndinga number of feasible rosters whih exeute the all the duties in eah day of the planninghorizon.It is not diÆult to see that the number of olumns in the oeÆient matrix is enormousand it is hopeless to try to generate them all in advane. Hene, we deided to implementa Branh-and-Prie algorithm [1℄ to solve this problem, generating olumns as they areneeded. This approah is onsidered hybrid beause the olumn generation subproblem issolved by a Constraint Logi Programming model. In our ase, this model is a variation ofthe CLP model of Set. 5. Now, instead of looking for a omplete solution for the rosteringproblem, we are only interested in �nding, at eah time, a feasible roster orresponding to aolumn in A with negative redued ost. The whole algorithm follows the same basi ideasdesribed in [8℄.



Modeling and Solving a Crew Rostering Problem with CLP and IP 13Table 4: Computational experiments with the hybrid model# DutiesName #Crews #Days Week Sat Sun Holy Opt Times01 10 10 (1) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 0.95s02 10 15 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 2.19s03 10 20 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 10.57s04 10 25 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 639.75s05 10 30 (2) 00/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 38.12s06 10 30 (2) 01/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 5 30.60s07 10 30 (2) 02/04 00/01 00/01 00/01 ? > 1 h6.2 Computational ResultsThe best results for the hybrid model were ahieved when setting the initial olumns ofmatrix A as the olumns orresponding to the �rst solution found by the CLP model ofSet. 5. Also, the ordinary labeling mehanism worked better than labeling aording tothe �rst-fail priniple.With this model, we ould �nd provably optimal solutions for small instanes of therostering problem, as shown in Table 4, where olumn Opt gives the optimal value. This isa notieable improvement over the pure IP model of Set. 4, whih was not able to �nd anyoptimal solution, even for the smallest instanes. Besides, when omparing Tables 3 and 4,we an see that the �rst solutions found by the pure CLP model for instanes s01 to s06are indeed optimal.This hybrid approah is still under development and there is a lot of work to be done.Nevertheless, we believe that the main reason for the behavior of this model resides on thefat that this formulation leads to a highly degenerate problem. When trying to solve largerinstanes, the priing subroutine keeps generating olumns inde�nitely, with no improve-ments on the value of the objetive funtion. This is beause there are many basi variableswith value zero whih are replaed by other olumns that enter the basis with value zeroas well. As a onsequene, the linear relaxation of the �rst node of the Branh-and-Prieenumeration tree ould not be ompletely solved in the medium and large-sized instanes.Thus, in order to obtain better linear programming lower bounds, we need to address thosedegeneray problems more losely.7 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have given a detailed desription of an urban transit rew rostering problem that ispart of the overall rew management proess in a medium-sized Brazilian bus ompany.This problem is rather di�erent from some other bus rew rostering problems found in theliterature.Three main approahes have been applied in order to solve this problem. Initially, a



14 T. Yunes, A. Moura and C. de Souzapure Integer Programming (IP) model was developed, enabling us to �nd feasible rosters forvery small instanes. We ahieved better results with a pure Constraint Logi Programming(CLP) model, whih managed to onstrut feasible solutions for typial real world instanesin a few seonds.Obtaining better lower bounds on the value of the optimal solution ould be helpful inestimating more preisely the quality of the solutions obtained with the pure CLP model.Therefore, following our experiene with good quality lower bounds provided by linearrelaxations of set partitioning formulations [8℄, we devised a third approah. The rosteringproblem was then formulated as a set partitioning problem with a huge number of olumnsin the oeÆient matrix. This integer program was fed into a hybrid olumn generationalgorithm whih followed the same ideas presented in [8℄. With this attempt, we ould �ndoptimal solutions for small instanes of the problem. Finding provably optimal solutionsfor the largest instanes is still a diÆult task, apparently due to degeneray problems.We believe that the performane of this third model an be signi�antly improved if theseissues are investigated in more detail. Besides, it may also be possible to improve thelabeling strategy with problem spei� heuristis, and extrat a better performane fromthe onstraint-based olumn generator.Referenes[1℄ C. Barnhart, E. L. Johnson, G. L. Nemhauser, M. W. P. Savelsbergh, and P. H. Vane.Branh-and-prie: Column generation for solving huge integer programs. TehnialReport COC-9403, Georgia Institute of Tehnology, Atlanta, EUA, 1993.http://tli.isye.gateh.edu/researh/papers/papers.htm.[2℄ L. Biano, M. Bielli, A. Mingozzi, S. Riiardelli, and M. Spandoni. A heuristi pro-edure for the rew rostering problem. European Journal of Operational Researh,58(2):272{283, 1992.[3℄ A. Caprara, M. Fishetti, P. Toth, and D. Vigo. Modeling and solving the rew rosteringproblem. Tehnial Report OR-95-6, DEIS, University of Bologna, Italy, 1995. Publishedin Software Pratie and Experiene number 28, 1998.[4℄ A. Caprara, M. Fishetti, P. Toth, D. Vigo, and P. L. Guida. Algorithms for railwayrew management. Mathematial Programming, 79:125{141, 1997.[5℄ A. Caprara, F. Foai, E. Lamma, P. Mello, M. Milano, P. Toth, and D. Vigo. Inte-grating onstraint logi programming and operations researh tehniques for the rewrostering problem. Tehnial Report OR-96-12, DEIS, University of Bologna, Italy,1996. Published in Operations Researh number 46, 1999.[6℄ P. Carraresi and G. Gallo. A multi-level bottlenek assignment approah to the busdrivers' rostering problem. European Journal of Operational Researh, 16(2):163{173,1984.
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